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RUNNING IN THE RED: With Zero Bookings, Karnataka Tourism Dept’s Bid To Promote Luxury Train, Rake In Revenue Loses Track

Golden Chariot’s Sept run derailed
TNN

Times View

Bangalore: The state tourism department’s plan to have the Golden Chariot chugging ahead of the festive season
appears to have gone off track. The department had introduced a September
run to promote the luxury train and
rake in some much-needed revenue. But
there has not been a single booking for
trips on September 17 and 24.
This is the second time this
year that the department’s move to
promote the train has failed. In April,
while one train elicited lukewarm response, the other had to be cancelled
due to extreme heat conditions. The
Golden Chariot connects important
tourist spots in Karnataka in its weeklong journey.
In a bid to tide over the crisis, the
tourism department introduced a 15
per cent discount on the train fare for
its Dasara run. “The bookings for the
train in October are good. We are
hopeful of reaping in profits this
year,” said CD Dyavaiah, managing
director of Karnataka State Tourism
Development Corporation (KSTDC).
On the April and September fiascos, he blamed it on lack of awareness
about the train schedules. “This is the
first time we tried to have runs in these
two months. We have offered a discount
this time as we got some benefits from
the Indian railways,” said Dyavaiah.

F

our years since its launch, Golden Chariot
has seen a dip in passengers and profits.
The state tourism department’s move to
promote the luxury train with trips in April and
September also fell flat due to lack of
promotion. It is only now that the KSTDC has
woken up to a marketing campaign. This
reflects typical bureaucratic somnolence. With
the train’s upkeep exceeding the revenue, the
department ought to have taken measures
much in advance to put Golden Chariot back
on track, but has almost turned its golden
goose into a white elephant.

cently, a road show was held in Kolkata
and next on the list is Chandigarh and
Amritsar. “People from North India are
unaware of this luxury train. Therefore
we are conducting such road shows to popularize our state’s pride,” he said.
Apart from their own efforts to popularize the train, KSTDC has also tied up
with UK-based Great Rail Journeys (GRJ)
to promote Golden Chariot. An agreement
with GRJ would ensure 300 foreign
tourists for it in the initial years.

LOSING ITS GLITTER: Golden Chariot got off to a royal start in 2008 when it raked in
revenues with 31 trips but the subsequent years saw slide in trips

PROMOTION PROBLEM?
Over the past four years, the Golden Chariot has seen a dip in passengers. So where
has KSTDC gone wrong? Is it lacklustre
marketing that did it in? Even the discount move, feel some officials in the
tourism department, should have been
announced much in advance.

“There is nothing wrong in the way
the Golden Chariot’s route is designed. It
is just that there is lack of awareness,”
said Dyavaiah. Reason why different
teams led by senior officials are now busy
promoting the luxury train — Karnataka’s answer to Rajasthan’s popular Palaceon-Wheels —across India and abroad. Re-

COSTLY RUN
Commissioned in 2008, Golden Chariot
got off to a royal start when it raked in
revenues with 31 trips. The subsequent
years saw the trip count slide to 26 in 200910 and 19 in 2010-11. Every trip needs to
generate Rs 60 lakh for it to be financial-

ly viable, but since 2008, the 18-coach train
has been able to rake in Rs 40 lakh on an
average. The occupancy rate of this train
is 80 but that number is hardly met. When
not chugging away, the Golden Chariot remains parked at Yeshwantpur Yard.

HIGH HAULAGE
A big deterrent in making profits is the
haulage charges that need to be paid by
luxury trains to Indian Railways, said
KSTDC officials. However, this year on
there has been a significant reduction of
40% in the charges. From Rs 35 lakh per
trip earlier, the amount has now come
down to Rs 27 lakh per trip.

SUCH A WRONG JOURNEY
 KSTDC announces new run for Golden

Chariot in April. But one train cancelled
due to extreme heat, second one elicits
little response
 Dept again schedules trip in September but no
takers due to lack of promotion
 KSTDC wakes up, conducts road shows in
India and abroad; offers 15% discount for
Dasara run
 Since 2008, trips have come down. From 31
trips in 2008 it has slipped to 19 in 2010-11
 Train must generate Rs 60 lakh to be financially
viable but is raking in only Rs 40 lakh
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B’lore to Ladakh, in search of the sun
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World’s Largest Solar Telescope To Aid IIA Team’s Project In Merak
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IIFM is a sectoral management school imparting excellent management skills as well as managerial competence in the areas of forest,
environment,development management and allied sectors. It is located on a hilltop with a sprawling green campus spans over 230 acres, with
state-of-the-art infrastructure.
Placement: It has a record of 100% campus placement, The corporate social responsibility, climate change, carbon trading, carbon finance,
microfinance , developmentfinance, rural banking and eco-tourism,are some of the new areas added in recent years.
Eligibility: Applicants must have at least a three year Bachelors degree or equivalent in any discipline recognized by the Association of Indian
Universities (AIU) / All
/ India Council of Technical Education (AICTE) as eligible for Post Graduate studies with 50% marks aggregate (45% for
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Reservation:Applicable as per GOl norms.
Fees: IIFM provides high quality education at reasonable cost and total fee for the entire program is Rs. 4,00,000 for GeneraVOBC/DA and Rs.
2,40,000 for SC/ST candidates.
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Bangalore: What are the fundamental processes taking
place on the sun? How does it
work? A team of scientists from
Bangalore-based Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA)
hopes to find answers to these
queries as they embark on a
project to study the sun. Aiding
them will be the world’s largest
solar telescope — the Rs 300crore state-of-the-art National
Large Solar Telescope (NLST)
that will be set up in Ladakh.
The aim, say scientists, is also
to rekindle interest among students in astronomy.
The NLST with a 2-metre
aperture will be prepared and
installed in the Pangong lake at
Merak village in Ladakh by
2016-17.
“NLST will help scientists
carry out cutting-edge research aimed at understanding
the fundamental processes taking place on the sun. The core
team to build the telescope is al-

National Large Solar
Telescope will help
scientists carry out
cutting-edge research aimed
at understanding the
fundamental processes
taking place on the sun. The
core team to build the
telescope is already in place

Siraj Hasan|

AIMING AT THE SUN: Solar telescope with a two-metre aperture will
be installed in Pangong lake at Merak village in Ladakh by 2016-17

ready in place and we are just
waiting for funds to be allocated to start building the telescope,” Siraj Hasan, former IIA
director and project head said.
NLST will be a major facility for carrying out solar observation and its unprecedented
high spatial resolution will provide crucial information on the
nature of magnetic fields in the
solar atmosphere. “This pro-

ject was long due, as we haven’t
had a project in this line since
the 1950s when the solar tunnel
telescope was installed in Kozhikode,” Hasan added.
The IIA is the nodal agency
for the telescope project but
various scientific bodies like
the Indian Space Research Organisation (Isro), Aryabhatta
Research Institute of Observational Sciences, Tata Institute
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of
Fundamental Research
(TIFR) and Inter-University
Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics (IUCAA) will collaborate in the venture.
“For the past three years we
have been doing a lot of background work on the project like
detailed concept design, finding a suitable location, preparing reports. Everything is
ready for us to take off. Projects
like this will inculcate more interest in research among
youngsters and attract brilliant minds into astronomy,”
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS AND
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
(Formerly DOEACC Society)
(A Scientific Society of Department of
Electronics and Informatio n Technology,
Ministry of Communications & Information Technology, Govt. of India)
Electronics Niketan, 6, CGO Complex , Lodhi Road , New Delhi 110 003
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Notice Inv iting Expression of Interest (Eol)
NIELIT has planned to establish a new Centre at Patna in Bihar in 15 acres of land
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provided by Government of Bihar with a total Campus Development and Building
cost of Rs. 34.62 Crores only.
2. Expression of Interest (EoI) is invited in the prescribed format
prescribed
from Public Sector
Undertakings/Firms/Companies/Proprietorship Concerns/Societies engaged in civil

construction work for appointment as Project Management Consultant (PMC) for
campus development and building construction for the Centre. Interested parties
having experience in the field of civil, architectural, electrical engineering and
campus development for similar projects and who have executed civil projects of
more than Rs. 350.00 crores out of which atleast one building construction project
of Rs. 35.00 crores in last 5 years in the Northern/Eastern Region of India may
submit Expression of Interest (EoI) in sealed cover addressed to the Chief
Investi gato r, National Institute of Electronics & Informat ion Technology
(NIELIT) Patna , 13t h hFloor, A-5 , Biscoman Tower, Gandhi Maidan , Patna , Pin
800001 , Bihar. Last date for submission o Eol is 15.10.2012 by 5.00 P.M. For
details , please visit the website http://www.nielit.edu.in www.mit.aov.in and
CPP Portal www.enrocure.gov.in NIELIT will not be responsible for any
postal/courier delay.
(Dr. Ashwini Kumar Sharma)
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